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the first kernel interface is the status code. the interface is a layer-two destination address
identifier for the packet. this is also known as a destination address. for example, the
destination address for the icmp echo request could be 66.102.9.10. there is not any

requirement that the ip destination address be an ip address in order to be used in a tcp or
udp packet. the status code is expected to be an unsigned integer and has two cases: the
icmp echo request is a type of icmp packet that a process on a computer might send when
it wants to ping another computer in order to test the strength of the link between them.

icmp_echo_request packet does not contain a header. the icmp_echo_reply packet header
contains the header from the icmp echo request packet, plus a simple ip header, with the ip

address of the pinged host, and a destination ip address of the computer to which the
packet is being sent. the icmp_echo_reply packet contains a packet payload with the data
from the echo request packet with an icmp type of echo_reply. when a host on a network

segment is not reachable by an ip packet (or a host is unreachable or there is a malformed
packet), a device will send the packet back as ip_unreachable (on a system running ip v4).
the reply will then be sent to the destination address in the ip header, which will then be

sent to the ip layer for processing. if the application does not close the socket then it keeps
the socket open until the application is restarted. the application should release the socket
when the connection is no longer needed. if the application does not release the socket, the
socket will remain open, preventing the application from being terminated by the operating

system.
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The need to update and reload the Ingress controller configuration for every change to the
backend applications endpoints causes many connection errors, connection timeouts, and
read errors. Connection/socket errors occur during the brief time it takes NGINX to reload,
when clients try to connect to a socket that is no longer allocated to the NGINX process.

Connection timeouts occur when clients have established a connection to the Ingress
controller, but the backend endpoint is no longer available. Both errors and timeouts

severely impact latency, with spikes to32 seconds at the99th percentile and again to 60
seconds by the99.99th. Network Monitor is the archived protocol analyzer and is no longer
under development. Also, Microsoft Message Analyzer (MMA) was retired and its download

packages were removed from microsoft.com sites on November 25, 2019. There is currently
no Microsoft replacement for Microsoft Message Analyzer in development at this time. For
similar functionality, consider using another, non-Microsoft network protocol analyzer tool.
For more information, see Microsoft Message Analyzer Operating Guide. With the NGINX

Open Sourcebased Ingress controller, the need to update and reload the NGINX
configuration for every change to the backend applications endpoints causes many

connection errors, connection timeouts, and read errors. Connection/socket errors occur
during the brief time it takes NGINX to reload, when clients try to connect to a socket that is

no longer allocated to the NGINX process. Connection timeouts occur when clients have
established a connection to the Ingress controller, but the backend endpoint is no longer
available. Both errors and timeouts severely impact latency, with spikes to32 seconds at

the99th percentile and again to 60 seconds by the99.99th. 5ec8ef588b
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